General Overview

This guide provides an overview of the main features available within Hemispheres 2.0 and will assist you while navigating throughout the course. Please refer to the diagram below when reviewing the descriptions of these features.

1 – Level Menu

Navigate between the eight levels of Hemispheres 2.0

2 – Page Menu

Main topics are noted with a triangular bullet and when clicked, expand to display related topics. Pages in bold have not yet been visited.

3 – Move to Next/Previous Page and/or Replay Audio

4 – Search

Search for specific words or phrases (words surrounded by double quote). Click on a search result to navigate to the corresponding page.
5 – Tools

**Key Questions**

Presents key questions related to the information on the page you are viewing. Click on the question to see the answer.

**Additional Info**

Displays any additional information related to the content on the page you are viewing.

**Revision History**

Displays the history of any revisions to the content made on the page you are viewing.

**Related Links**

Provides additional resources such as web pages or downloadable worksheets related to the page you are viewing.

**Bookmarks**

Search for specific words or phrases (words surrounded by double quotes). Click on a search result to navigate to the corresponding page.

**Apex Community**

Opens a separate page that connects you directly to the Apex Community.

**Comment on Page**

Allows you to send comments and/or feedback to Apex Innovations.

**Drawing Tools**

Allows you draw or markup the current page.

**Volume**

Adjusts the volume of the courseware. This will not override your own computer’s volume. Your computer’s audio must be turned on for this feature to work.

**Configuration**

Adjust items specific to your individual taste and preferred experience.

**Help**

Additional help topics are posted here when available.

**Full Screen**

Maximizes the page to the full size of your screen. Full screen mode presents pages in greater detail. To return to a normal size window, click the button again or press the ‘ESC’ key.
Intelligent® Interactivity

Some pages use mouse hovers and/or clicks. Please be sure to notice and take advantage of all user interactivity. Each page containing user interactivity will have instructions in red at the bottom of the screen.